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INTRODUCTION 

     Translation has witnessed a significant development throughout the history in accordance 

with the significant developments in several spheres, such as economy, politics, education, 

medication and the mass media as well. These changes forcefully directed the world in search of 

all types of information in all domains. Many scholars strongly realized that the pressing 

necessity of the search of information could not be fulfilled between the countries of different 

languages without the innovative utilization of different means of translation. 

     A common thought is that translation is a mere word-for-word substitution between any two 

languages in the world, and that would be an upright mechanical operation, because the 

translation process must regard some constraints that include context, rules of grammar of both 

languages ,writing conventions, phrases and idioms. 

The demand in the translation field is greater than ever before due to several reasons as the needs 

of business documentation consequent to the industrial revolution. Likewise, the legal field has 

the necessity for the translation of court records, petitions and dispositions. The medical field 

also frequently needs medical records and notes translated. On a personal level, some individuals 

are in need for translation of legal documents such as passports, birth certificates and so forth, as 

a result of their immigration to countries of a different language from their origins. 

     In recent years, research as well as software applications have been concentrating on Machine 

Translation (MT). This is due to many factors, the most important of which is the increasing 

need to create online communication between different parts of the world and between people 

speaking different languages. People felt the need for machine translation since the advent of 

computers, but the early attempts they made were completely dissatisfactory. It was based on a 

primitive idea of processing the source text through an electronic dictionary that included words 

of the source language and their equivalents in the target language, with no further manipulation 

either of the input or the output. The result they received at that time was disappointing. This led 

research in this field to be blocked for nearly a decade. However, with the modern insights in 

Linguistics and software engineering, natural language processing systems have witnessed 

remarkable advances. 

    Translating a human language to another one through the computer is never an easy task. A 

human language is a highly complicated system, and so MT involves a big deal of complicated 

manipulation and analysis. Despite the great advances done in the field of Computational 

Linguistics, MT is not accomplished and is still far from being satisfactorily accomplished. 

 This work is to answer a general question which is: 

- Can MT replace the humans in translating the different kinds of text? 
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Through answering a number of questions along its three chapters which are the following: 

1. What is machine translation? 

2. What are the approach and strategies of MT? 

3. When will the MT fail in rendering the meaning of the source text? 

    This research is an attempt to examine the credibility of the machine translation system 

"Google Translate" in translating some articles of the WHO constitution from English to Arabic. 

    The research aim is to examine the effectiveness of "Google Translate" in translating English 

to Arabic sentences and the difficulties that it faces ,thus , its importance lies on educating MT 

users ,especially students of languages , who need to translate documents, novels ,short stories 

and so forth ,about the grammatical and thus the semantic ,errors that occur during the translation 

process. 
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Introduction: 

In this chapter which is entitled "an overview on machine translation" I will deal with translation 

in general then with machine translation. First, I will define it and give a historical overview on it 

then I will elaborate its architectures and types, and finally donate to the processes of the 

machine translation.     

I-1 DEFINITION OF TRANSLATION: 

  Several definitions were given to translation as Nida suggested: Definitions of proper 

translating are almost as numerous and varied as the persons who have undertaken to discuss the 

subject. 

It is quite understandable; for there are vast differences in the materials translated, in the purpose 

of the activity, and in the needs of the target audience.    

While the definition which is not limited to the mere transference of the meaning first provided 

by Nida and Taber (1969: 12) who postulate 

 Translation consists in reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural 

equivalent of the source language message, first in terms of meaning and secondly in terms of 

style.  

 

   Bell (1991: 5-6) seems to have pursued the same line of emphasis on meaning and style in his 

translation of the definition given by the French theorist, Dubois (1974): 

 Translation is the expression in another language (or the target language) of what has 

been expressed in another, source language, preserving semantic and stylistic equivalences. 

     

     T he above definitions also stress the significance of ‘equivalence’ which underlies the 

following definitions, among others: given by Meetham and Hudson (1972) and Catford (1965): 

             Translation is the replacement of a text in one language by a replacement of an 

equivalent text in a second language. (Meetham and Hudson, 1972) 

         Translation is the replacement of textual material in one language (SL) by equivalent 

textual material in another language (TL). (Catford, 1965) 

 

O n the other hand, functionalists view translation differently: 

          Translation is the production of a functional target text maintaining a relationship with a 

given source text that is specified according to the intended or demanded function of the target 

text. (Nord, in shutttleworth and Cowie, 2007) 
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Nord, however, distinguishes between two senses of translation: wide and narrow. 

        Translation is, in a narrow sense, any translational action where a source text is 

transferred into a target culture and language. 

According to the form and presentation of the source text and to the correctness of the target text 

we distinguish between oral translation (= ‘interpreting’) and written translation (= 

‘translation’ in the narrow sense).  (Nord, 2007) 

 

     Widening the above definitions, Sager maintains that translation should reflect the 

environment in which the professional translation activity takes place: 

            Translation is an extremely motivated industrial activity, supported by information 

technology, which is diversified in response to the particular needs of this form of 

communication.  (Sager, 1994) 

 

I n a similar vein, Koller describes translation as a ‘text processing activity and simultaneously 

highlights the significance of ‘equivalence’: 

           Translation can be understood as the result of a text-processing activity, by means of 

which a source-language text is transposed into a target-language text.. Between the resulting 

text in L2 (the target language text) and the source text L1 (the source language text) there exists 

a relationship which can be designated as translational, or equivalence relation. (Koller, 1995)    
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I-2 DEFINITION OF MACHINE TRANSLATION 

Machine translation (MT) means using a computer to translate a human language into another 

human language without (or with minimal) human intervention. It is the attempt to make the 

computer able to convey a meaning of a text. The computer needs to be provided with the 

appropriate procedures and routines to perform the translation process. 

 To process any translation, human or automated, the meaning of a text in the original (source) 

language must be fully restored in the target language, i.e. the translation. While on the surface 

this seems straightforward, it is far more complex. Translation is not a mere word-for-word 

substitution. A translator must interpret and analyze all of the elements in the text and know how 

each word may influence another. This requires extensive expertise in grammar, syntax 

(sentence structure), semantics (meanings), etc., in the source and target languages, as well as 

familiarity with each local region. 

Human and machine translation each have their challenges. For example, no two individual 

translators can produce identical translations of the same text in the same language pair, and it 

may take several rounds of revisions to meet customer satisfaction. But the greater challenge lies 

in how machine translation can produce an acceptable translation. 

On a basic level, MT performs simple substitution of words in one natural language for words in 

another, but that alone usually cannot produce a good translation of a text because recognition of 

whole phrases and their closest equivalent in the target language is needed. Solving this problem 

with corpus and statistical techniques is a rapidly growing field that is leading to better 

translations, handling differences in linguistic-typology translation of idioms and the isolation of 

errors. 

Current machine translation software often allows for customization by domain or profession 

(such as weather reports), improving output by limiting the scope of allowable substitutions. This 

technique is particularly effective in domains where formal or formulaic language is used. It 

follows that machine translation of government and legal documents more readily produces 

usable output than conversation or less standardized text. 

Good quality can also be achieved by human intervention: for example, some systems are able to 

translate more accurately if the user has unambiguously identified which words in the text are 

names. With the assistance of these techniques, MT has proven useful as a tool to assist human 
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translators and, in a very limited number of cases, can even produce output that can be used as is 

(e.g., some pragmatic text). 

The progress and potential of machine translation have been debated much through its history. 

Since the 1950s, a number of scholars have questioned the possibility of achieving fully 

automatic machine translation of high quality. Some critics claim that there are in-principle 

obstacles to make an automatic translation process. 

To successfully undertake a translation task, human translators need to have four types of 

knowledge: 

1) Knowledge of the source language (lexicon, morphology, syntax, and semantics) in order to 

understand the meaning of the source text. 

2) Knowledge of the target language (lexicon, morphology, syntax, and semantics) in order to 

produce a comprehensible, acceptable, and well formed text. 

3) Knowledge of the relation between source and target language in order to be able to transfer 

lexical items and syntactic structures of the source language to the nearest matches in the target 

language. 

4) Knowledge of “the subject matter”. This enables the translator to understand the specific and 

contextual usage of terminology. 

Ultimately, the translation process is not considered successful unless the output text has “the 

same meaning” as the input text. Therefore, the transfer of lexical items and syntactic structures 

is not considered successful translation if the overall meaning is not conveyed. 

In addition to the types of knowledge mentioned above, translators must have a special skill in 

their craft. To a great extent, translation “is an intelligent activity, requiring creative problem-

solving in novel textual, social and cultural conditions.” Not only does the translation depend on 

linguistics, but it also “draws on anthropology, psychology, literary theory, philosophy, cultural 

studies and various bodies of knowledge, as well as on its own techniques and methodologies.” 

It is not so easy for the computer to translate as to conduct a mathematical operation. In order for 

the computer to translate, it must go through three complicated barriers: the language barrier, the 

cross-linguistic barrier and the translation barrier. These barriers have been perplexing 

philosophers and linguists for ages. “In order to act upon human input the computer must be able 

to take it apart and form a logical representation of what it is fundamentally saying – it must to 

some degree ‘understand’ the input.” However, this understanding is not easily available because 

“human language is full of ambiguities, words and phrases that can mean several different 

things, shortened forms of words and sentences, and other factors that can serve to cloud 
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meaning.” The meaning of a human utterance is “open to doubt, depending on such things as 

knowledge, context, association and background.” If sometimes we need our addressor to 

explain or paraphrase what he means, we cannot expect the computer to outsmart us in our own 

media of communication. 

MT can never be achieved by feeding the computer with a dictionary of the source language 

words and their equivalents in the target language. 

Lexical equivalence is only a component among several components involved in MT today. 

After computer engineers and linguists were met with many failures in the beginning of MT 

application, they now understand the intricacy of the task. Many linguists and computer 

engineers today are directing their efforts towards MT research. MT has become a “testing 

ground for many ideas in Computer Science, Artificial Intelligence and linguistics”. 

Once a far-away dream, MT today has become a reality. Many advances have been made, many 

successes have been achieved and many translation applications are now available in the market. 

However, this reality is not as big as people hope. Commenting about the capacity and prospect 

of MT, Hutchins said, “There are no ‘translating machines’ which, at the touch of a few buttons, 

can take any text in any language and produce a perfect translation in any other language without 

human intervention or assistance. That is an ideal for the distant future, if it is even achievable in 

principle”. Though these words are said a decade ago, they are still expressive of the state of the 

art of MT today. The translation process is so complicated for the machine to handle. The 

machine cannot deal with all types of texts in all fields. No MT manufacturer claims that his 

application can produce a total accurate and comprehensible output. 

Some people argue that studies in MT are useless because the machine can never translate great 

literary works like those of Shakespeare or Dickens. However, translating literary works is not 

within the scope of MT, because “translating literature requires special literary skill” and 

creativity from the translator. It is usually a poet or a man of letters (not a customary translator) 

who attempts to translate such a kind of material. 

The machine cannot and will not replace translators, but it helps them in a variety of ways. MT 

can handle the huge routine tasks. Technical manuals and periodicals, for example, are a perfect 

material for MT. They use no figurative or flowery language. They have specific subject fields 

and restricted styles, terminology, structures, and vocabularies. MT can also provide raw 

translation which can be revised or ‘post-edited’ to give a high quality translation in a shorter 

time. 
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I-3 HISTORICAL OVERVIEW ON MACHINE TRANLATION: 

Machine translation had witnessed many changes through its history. Where Arnold et al stated 

in his book "There is some dispute about who first had the idea of translating automatically 

between human languages, but the actual development of MT can be traced to conversations and 

correspondence between Andrew D. Booth, a British crystallographer, and Warren Weaver of 

the Rockefeller Foundation in 1947, and more specifically to a memorandum written by Weaver 

in 1949 to the Rockerfeller Foundation which included the following two sentences. 

 

     “I have a text in front of me which is written in Russian but I am going to pretend that it is 

really written in English and that it has been coded in some strange symbols. All I need to do is 

strip off the code in order to retrieve the information contained in the text.” 

 

The analogy of translation and decoding may strike the sophisticated reader as simplistic 

(however complicated coding gets it is still basically a one-for-one substitution process where 

there is only one right answer — translation is a far more complex and subtle business), and later 

in the memorandum Weaver proposed some other more sophisticated views, but it had the virtue 

of turning an apparently difficult task into one that could be approached with the emergent 

computer technology (there had been considerable success in using computers in cryptography 

during the Second World War). This memorandum sparked a significant amount of interest and 

research, and by the early 1950s there was a large number of research groups working in Europe 

and the USA, representing a significant financial investment (equivalent to around £,20 000 

000). But, despite some success, and the fact that many research questions were raised that 

remain important to this day, there was widespread disappointment on the part of funding 

authorities at the return on investment that this represented, and doubts about the possibility of 

automating translation in general, or at least in the current state of knowledge". 

While W. John Hutchins stated that "The translation of natural languages by machine, first 

dreamt of in the seventeenth century, has become a reality in the late twentieth. Computer 

programs are producing translations - not perfect translations, for that is an ideal to which no 

human translator can aspire; nor translations of literary texts, for the subtleties and nuances of 

poetry are beyond computational analysis; but translations of technical manuals, scientific 

documents, commercial prospectuses, administrative memoranda, medical reports. Machine 

translation is not primarily an area of abstract intellectual inquiry but the application of computer 

and language sciences to the development of systems answering practical needs. 
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After an outline of basic features, the history of machine translation is traced from the pioneers 

and early systems of the 1950s and 1960s, the impact of the ALPAC report in the mid-1960s, the 

revival in the 1970s, the appearance of commercial and operational systems in the 1980s, 

research during the 1980s, new developments in research in the 1990s, and the growing use of 

systems in the past decade. This brief history can mention only the major and most significant 

systems and projects". 

I-4 Architectures of machine translation systems 

Different strategies have been adopted by different researchers at different times in the history of 

machine translation. The choice of strategy reflects one side of the depth and linguistic diversity 

but also the grandeur of ambition on the other side. 

There are generally two types of composing structure for machine translation, which are: 

I-4.1. Linguistic Architecture 

In the linguistic architecture there are three basic approaches being used for developing MT 

systems that differ in their complexity and sophistication. These approaches are: 

I-4.1.1 Direct approach: In direct translation, translation is direct from the source text to the 

target text. The vocabularies of SL texts are analyzed as needed for the resolution of SL 

ambiguities, for the correct identification of TL expressions as well as for the specification of 

word order in TL. This approach involves taking a string of words from the source language, 

removing the morphological inflection from words to obtain the base forms, and looking them up 

in a bilingual dictionary between the source and the target languages. Components of this system 

are a large bilingual dictionary and a program for lexically and morphologically analyzing and 

generating texts. 

I-4.1.2 Transfer-based approach: In the Transfer approach, translation is completed through 

three stages: the first stage consists in converting SL texts into an intermediate representation, 

usually parse trees; the second stage converting these representations into equivalent ones in the 

target language; and the third one is the generation of the final target text. 

In the transfer approach, the source text is analyzed into an abstract representation that still has 

many of the characteristics of the source, but not the target, language. This representation can 

range from purely syntactic to highly semantic. In the syntactic transfer, some type of tree 

manipulation into a target language tree converts the parse tree of the source input. This can be 

guided by associating feature structures with the tree. Whatever representation is used, transfer to 

the target language is done using rules that map the source language structures into their target 

language equivalents. Then in the generation stage, the mapped target structure is altered as 

required by the constraints of the target language and the final translation is produced. 
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I-4.1.3 Interlingua approach: The Interlingua approach is the most suitable approach for 

multilingual systems. It has two stages: Analysis (from SL to the Interlingua) and Generation 

(from the Interlingua to the TL). In the analysis phase, a sentence in the source language is 

analyzed and then its semantic content is extracted and represented in the Interlingua form 

representation, where an Interlingua is an entirely new language that is independent of any 

source or target language and is designed to be used as an intermediary internal representation of 

the source text. The analysis phase is followed by the generation of the target sentences from the 

Interlingua representation. An analysis program for a specific SL can be used for more than one 

TL since it is SL-specific and not oriented to any particular TL. Furthermore, the generation 

program for a particular TL can be used again for translation from every SL to this particular TL 

since it is TL-specific and not designed for input from a particular SL. 

I-4.2. Computational Architecture 

In the computational architecture also there three basic approaches that deal with the MT 

systems in which each approach uses its processes and strategies in translating from one 

language into another; these approaches are: 

I-4.2.1 Rule Based approach: rule-based MT has two approaches: Interlingua and transfer. 

Rule-Based MT Systems rely on different levels of linguistic rules for translation. This MT 

research paradigm has been named rule-based MT due to the use of linguistic rules of diverse 

natures. For instance, rules are used for lexical transfer, morphology, syntactic analysis, syntactic 

generation, etc. In RBMT the translation process consists of: 

- Analyzing input text morphologically, syntactically and semantically. 

- Generating text via structural conversions based on internal structures. 

The steps mentioned above make use of a dictionary and a grammar, which must be developed 

by linguists. This requirement is the main problem of RBMT as it is a time-consuming process to 

collect and spell out this knowledge, frequently referred as knowledge acquisition problem. It is 

not just very hard to develop and maintain the rules in this type of system, but one is not 

guaranteed to get the system to operate as well as before the addition of a new rule. RBMT 

systems are large-scale rule based systems; whereas their computational cost is high, since they 

must implement all aspects whether syntactic, semantic, structural transfer etc. as rules. 

I-4.2.2 Corpus-based approach: Corpus-Based Machine Translation , also referred a data 

driven machine translation, is an alternative approach for machine translation to overcome the 

knowledge acquisition problem of rule-based machine translation. There are two types of CBMT 

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) and Example-Based Machine Translation (EBMT). 

Corpus based MT automatically acquires the translation knowledge or models from bilingual 

corpora. Since this approach has been designed to work on large sizes of data, it has been named 
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Corpus-Based MT. The MT system Google Translate which I will use hereafter in my thesis uses 

the statistical machine translation approach to translate between languages. 

I-4.2.3 Hybride approach: Some recent work has focused on hybrid approaches that combine 

the transfer approach with one of the corpus–based approaches. This was designed to work with 

fewer amounts of resources and depend on the learning and training of transfer rules. The main 

idea in this approach is to automatically learn syntactic transfer rules from limited amounts of 

word aligned data. This data contains all the needed information for parsing, transfer, and 

generation of the sentences. The following section covers part of the MT literature that gives 

details of specific systems for deriving the appropriate translation using different approaches. 

I-5 Types of Machine Translation 

There are different types of machine translation according to the target audiences, 

these types are: 

I-5.1. Machine Translation for Watcher (MT-W) 

This is intended for readers who wanted to gain access to some information written in foreign 

language who are also prepared to accept possible bad translation rather than nothing. This was 

the type of MT envisaged by the pioneers. This came in with the need to translate military 

technological documents. This was almost the dictionary based translation far away from 

linguistic based machine translation. 

I-5.2. Machine Translation for Revisers (MT-R) 

This type aims at producing raw translation automatically with a quality comparable to that of 

the first drafts produced by human. The translation output can be considered only as brush-up so 

that the professional translator freed from that very boring and time consuming task can be 

promoted to revisers. 

I-5.3. Machine Translation for Translators (MT-T) 

This aims at helping human translators do their job by providing on-line dictionaries, thesaurus 

and translation memory. This type of machine translation system is usually incorporated into the 

translation work stations and the PC based translation tools. 

“Tools for individual translators have been available since the beginning of office automation.” 

And those systems running on standard platforms and integrated with several text processors are 

the ones that attained operational and commercial success. 

I-5.4. Machine Translation for Authors (MT-A) 

This aims at authors wanting to have their texts translated into one or several languages and 

accepting to write under control of the system or to help the system disambiguate the utterance 

so that satisfactory translation can be obtained without any revision. This is an “interactive MT, 
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The interaction was however done both during analysis and during transfer, and not by authors, 

but by specialists of the system and language(s).” In short, there have been no operational 

successes yet in MT-A, but the designs are becoming increasingly user oriented and geared 

towards the right kind of potential users, people users and people needing to produce 

translations, preferably into several languages.        

 

I-6 Processes of machine translation 

Machine translation like human translation passes through three stages: analysis and transfer 

then generate: After the text is entered in the computer to be translated, the translation process 

starts. 

- Phase I: Analysis; includes the following steps:  

The translation process starts with the "pre-editing" where the initial review of the human for the 

text to be translated. The human translator  revises the text to facilitate it to be understandable for 

the machine and then the computer starts the morphological analysis of the text to recognize the 

components and parts of words, then, it looks for words in the dictionary, then analysing the text 

words grammatically to distinguish the parts of speech, subject, verb, adjective,...etc.  

Phase II: transport and it is on two levels:  

* Lexical level: the computer transfers the words from the source language to the target 

language, depending on bilingual dictionaries available to him. 

 Compositional level: at this level the computer tries to look for grammatical equivalents in the ٭

target language, for example subject and object ... etc. 

Phase III: generating which means the formation and synthesis (form sentences in the target 

language) and it is also in two levels:  

* Grammatical Level: applying the grammatical rules of the target language (word order) in 

accordance with the characteristics of the target language like starting the Arabic sentence with 

the verb... ect.  

* Morphological level: the application of morphological and grammatical rules in the target 

language, as number, sex and time ...etc. 

Conclusion: 

In this chapter I have tried to elaborate the machine translation history and the 

different architectures of machine translation systems. I have tried to explain how 

each architecture deal with the language in the act of translating. I have finished 
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with explaining how the machine processes in translating from one language into 

another.   
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Introduction  

In this chapter which is "machine translation into Arabic" I will treat the relationship between the 

language and the ability of translating it automatically. In this chapter I have tackled how Arabic 

makes a difficulty to the machine because of its characters, structure and word order. In this 

chapter I have tried to illustrate on the Arabic sentence structure and word order and how does 

these factors affect the correctness and the accuracy of the MT translation. In the end of this 

chapter I have given a hint about Google Translate which is the system that I have used as an 

example of the MT systems to assess its accuracy in translating from English into Arabic.    

II-1 MACHINE TRANSLATION AND ARABIC LANGUAGE 

Arabic is regarded as one of the major languages that interests machine translation (MT) 

researchers since the very early days of MT and specifically in the U.S because of the interest of 

the Americans about what is happening in the other countries after the end of the World War II. 

The language has always been considered "due to its morphological, syntactic, phonetic and 

phonological properties as one of the most difficult languages for written and spoken language 

processing." 

"Arabic is extremely different in terms of its characters, morphology and structure from other 

languages." Accordingly researchers cannot always import solutions from other languages, and 

today Arabic machine translation still needs more efforts to be improved, mainly in the area of 

semantic representation systems, which are essential for achieving high quality translation. 

Translation of Arabic sentences is a difficult task. The difficulty comes from several sources. 

One is that the Arabic sentences are too long. The average length of a sentence is 20 to 30 words 

and sometimes it even exceeds 100 words. Another difficulty comes from the sentence structure. 

The Arabic sentence is complex and syntactically ambiguous due to the frequent usage of 

grammatical relations, order of words and phrases, conjunctions, and other constructions (the 

most of languages are written in Latin alphabets and from left to right while Arabic is written in 

different alphabets and from right to left). Consequently, most of the researches in Arabic MT 

mainly concentrated on the translation from English to Arabic. An interesting study by (Rafea et 

al., 1992) is" the English to Arabic translator that translate sentences from the political news of 

the Middle East". A study of translating English noun phrases into Arabic is presented in 

(Mohamed 2000) this study shows the possibility of translating titles of theses and journals from 

the computer science domain. The translation of an English subset of a knowledge base is 
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described in (El-Saka et al, 1999). This tool translates English phrases to their equivalent Arabic 

phrases. On the contrary, little work has been done   in developing Arabic to English MT system.  

"The big gap between Arabic and English, in both lexical and syntactic aspects, causes 

difficulties of building these systems". The lexical gab between Arabic and English is studied in 

(Al barhamtoshi, 1995). The syntactic gab is studied in (Farouk, 1999). 

Another difficulty may face the automation of translation between Arabic and English is the 

translation of Arabic interrogative sentence into English. This includes also the (imperative) 

form of the verbal sentence that is commonly used for interrogating users of nowadays computer 

applications. 

II-1.1 Arabic sentence structure and word order 

Arabic grammar is amongst the most ambiguous in the world languages. It may occur in several 

structures and accepts different word order. It has 28 letters, many language specific grammar 

rules with a relatively free word order language. Each Arabic letter represents a specific sound so 

the spelling of words can easily be done phonetically. There is no use of silent letters as in 

English or French. 

Similarly, there is no need to combine letters in Arabic to indicate a certain sound. For 

example, the ’th’ sound in English as in the word ’Thinking’ is reduced in Arabic to the 

character _ث_/Ө/_. In addition to the standard challenges involved in developing an efficient 

translation tool from Arabic to English, the relatively free word order nature of Arabic creates an 

obstacle. There is no copula verb ‘to be’ in Arabic, for example, the mere juxtaposition of the 

subject and predicate indicates the predicational relationship. The absence of the indefinite 

article, while not unique to Arabic still poses many difficulties within the context of the language 

structure. 

Arabic do not use copula (auxiliaries) "to be" or "to have" do not exist. Instead of saying "my 

name is Khaled" the Arabic equivalent would read like "name mine Khaled" _ إ���� 	
�  _ "ismy 

Khaled". Instead of saying ‘She is a student’, the Arabic equivalent would be ‘She student’; in 

Arabic _ھ� ط����_"hya talibat-un". The copula in Arabic is only realized in the past and future 

tenses and in negation. Regarding the verb ‘to have’, which in English can also mean ‘to own’. 

Instead of saying “He has a house”, the Arabic equivalent is ‘To him a house’ - _ت
� ��_"laho 

bayt-un". Adjectives in Arabic have both a masculine and a feminine form. The singular 

feminine adjective is just like the masculine adjective but morphologically marked. 
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The Arabic number system includes the dual form, whereas other languages move from the 

singular to the plural form directly. In Arabic we need only to add two letters to the singular 

form to express the dual form, eg: "bab-un" _ب�_ "door"; "bab-ani" _ن��_ "two doors". 

The plural form, however, is obtained using a different mechanism. 

Plurals are of two types: 

 

(1) The sound plural. The sound plural is one in which the singular form of the word remains 

intact (sound) with some addition at the end. Examples; 

Masculine in the nominative case e.g. engineers _د�ون���_"muhandiss-una" in which  ون 

"una" is added to a singular noun. Masculine in the accusative and genitive cases e.g. 

engineers_�������_ "muhandiss-ina" in which _ن
_ "ina" is added to the singular noun. 

Feminine in the nominative e.g: engineers _د��ت���_ "muhandiss-at-un" in which ات "atun" is 

added to the singular noun. 

Feminine in the accusative and genitive cases engineers_د��ت���_ muhandiss-at-in in which_ 

 .atin" is added to the singular noun" _ات

(2) The broken plural. The broken plural is one in which the form of the singular word is broken, 

that is, changed. It has no fixed rule for making it. Sometimes letters are added or deleted and 

sometimes there is merely a change in the vowels. Examples "a book"_ب���_ "kitab-un" ; 

"books" _ب��_"kutub-un",_ر�ل_ "rajul-un" man, _ر��ل_"rejal-un" men, _���_ "sanat-un" 

year _وات��_ "sanawat-un" years. 

Words are written horizontally from right to left. Most letters change form depending on whether 

they appear at the beginning, middle or end of a word or on their own. Arabic letters that may be 

joined are always joined in both hand-written and printed form. 

In Arabic, all nouns must be either feminine or masculine, and the gender can be either 

grammatical or natural. The gender of inanimate objects is grammatical, examples: 

Arabic masculine: 

 �
�    qamar-un          Moon 

 ���   sayf-un                Sword 

�ب      bab-un                Door 

Arabic feminine: 

 �
�     shams-un            Sun 
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���      assa                   Stick    

�ة���       Nafidat-un         Window 

 
 In this case the gender is a built-in lexical property of the word. Animate objects have a natural 

gender, and this gender can be either non-productive or productive. The non-productive gender is 

the case of nouns where the feminine and the masculine have different lexical entries, i.e., the 

feminine is not derived from the masculine, for example: 

 
 Arabic: 

 dajajat-un                 Chicken       د!�! 

 deek-un                     Cock          د$#

  

By contrast, in the productive gender, the feminine is derived from the masculine, usually by 
adding a special suffix ‘ta marbuta’ to the end of the masculine form as shown below; 
 
Examples: 

             %&'�  muaalim-un                 Teacher (M) 

 
&'�            muaalimat-un              Teacher (F) 

 talib-un Student (M)              ظ��) 

 talibat-un                    Student (F)               ط��* 

        

 

Arabic has no indefinite article while the definite article has the shape of "al" ال and it is attached 

to the beginning of the word. 

Example;         

Rajul-un       .!ر al-rajulu  .!ا�� 

 

II-1.2 The Arabic Word Order: 

"Arabic has a relatively free word order"; this poses a significant challenge to MT due to the 

number of possible ways to express the same sentence in Arabic. In Standard Arabic., the 

following word order patterns are actually possible: (VSO), 

(SVO), (OVS), (OSV), (VOS). However, Arabic employs two of these word orders most 

commonly: VSO and SVO. Using other word orders entails the emphasis and focus on a certain 

word. For the elements of subject (S), verb (V) and object (O), Arabic’s relatively free word 
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order allows the combinations of SVO, VSO, VOS and OVS. For example, consider the 

following word orders: 

(1) Noun1 Verb Noun2 

(2) Noun2 Verb Noun1 

(3) Verb Noun2 Noun1 

(4) Noun1 Noun2 Verb 

 

 

Example: 

Qays loves Layla. 

May be written in Arabic as: 

0&�� ��� (1$   yuhibu Qays-un Layla 

0&�� (1$ ���   Qays-un yuhibu Layla 

��� 0&�� (1$   yuhibu Layla Qays-un 

In Standard Arabic, partial agreement holds between the verb and the subject in VSO order; 

whereas in SVO order, full agreement holds between the subject and the verb. 

Examples: 

  �56 ا�34ب ا���وة

  hadhar-a at-tullaab-u an-nadwat-a (VSO) 

             The students attended the seminar. 

�وا ا���وة5ا�34ب 6  

  at-tullaab-u hadhar-uu an-nadwat-a (SVO) 

    The students attended the seminar. 

If the subject is pronominal, then it usually gets dropped in the course of computation, since 

Standard Arabic is a null-subject language: 

 

 �56�� ا���وة

  Hadhar-na an-nadwat-a 

     We attended the seminar. 

 

With taking in consideration that Arabic language is written from right to left. 

This means that we have a challenge to identify exactly which is the subject and the object. In 

Arabic the subject agrees with the verb with appropriate morphological marking on the word to 

differentiate subject from object in these free word order sentences. 
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In Arabic grammar, sentences are divided to two types; Nominal sentence   �
 aljumla ا�8
&  ا7�

aliismia, and the verbal sentence  �&'9ا�  &
 .aljumla alfeilia ا�8

II-1.3 Nominal sentence /al-jumla-tu al-ismia-tu/  �
 ا�8
&  ا7�

It consists of two parts the first can be a noun, a particle before noun or pronoun called subject 

mubtadaa أ�;*� . The second part is the predicate khabar �*� it can be a noun, adjective, 

preposition and noun, or verb. 

 

 
Examples; 

 Al waldu jazairi          ا�?�� !<ا=�ي

_ The boy is Algerian 

  Howa ostadun                ھ? أ�;�ذ

_  He is a teacher 

 Indi kitaabun                ���ي B;�ب

_ I have a book 

 

II-1.4 The subject of a nominal sentence/ almubtadaa ����	أا : 

It is normally who or what is being discussed. Most verbs need a subject and the subject who 

decides the form or the ending of the finite verb in most languages. 

Alternative structures for nominal sentence: 

Form Example Transcription Translation 
Subject +predicate دة�
;
 Al-arwahu al اDرواح ا�

mutamarida-tu 
Rebel spirits 

Subject +verb 
+complements 

 Al abo dahaba اDب ذھ) إ�0 ا�F?ق
ila a'ssouqi 

The father went to 
the market 

Complements 
+subject +verb 
+complements 

 	�G ا�?�� ��أ �;B
 *;H
 ا�

Kitaaba-hu 
alwaladu qaraa fi 
al maktaba-ti 

The boy read his 
book in the library 

Subject 
+complements 
+verb 

I Sara-tun ��رة ا�JFال أ!�
a'ssu'ala ajabat 

Sarah answered the 
Question 

 

Verbal sentence /al-jumla-tu al-fiilia-tu/  �&'9ا�  &
 :ا�8

It is a sentence that starts with a verb and the subject follows. The subject can be a noun, a 

pronoun, a demonstrative, particle before the verb, or a relative clause. 
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Examples: 

�� ا�?����              Safara al-waladu    

_ The boy travelled. 

 K;�ا�*�بھ�ا �� �5&# ا         Min fadleka, iftah hada albaba 

_ Open the door, please. 

    �Lأت ��$% ا��� ��       Ma qara'at meriem'u al Qissata   

_ Meriem has not read the story. 

G�'� �?دGO �� ا�'
. ذھ) اDب إ�0 ا�
<ر�  �N ا      

 Ba'ada awdati'hi mina alamali, dahaba al abo ila al mazra'a-ti ma'a a ebni'hi  

_ After he came back from work, the father went to the farm with his son. 

���H            baka-y'na 

_ We cried. 

The subject of a verbal sentence /alfaeil/�� :ا	�

The subject of a verbal sentence may not be always showing up. There can be apparent, attached 

and hiding subjects in verbal sentence. 

Examples: 

I&'�               fa'altu               I did 

.
 a 'amalu            I work               أ�

��ون�F$           yu'ssaferouna         They travel 

 

Ps: the exception is the third person (singular .feminine .perfective) verb, which does have 

declension, but it is not an attached subject pronoun but rather a feminine marker. If the verb 

does not have an attached pronoun, the subject will be an unseen that follows the verb and that is 

called hidden pronoun. ��
P  �;;F�  

Example:       ��$('&� أن �  nu'reedu an 'nal'aba        we want to play. 
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Alternative structures for a verbal sentence: 
 
Form  Example  Transcription Translation 
Verb +subject ��?أ ا��� Qura'a al-waladu The boy read 

Verb +subject 
+object 

 .Bأ>*Qا� �
أ6  Akala Ahmadu al 
Khubza 

Ahmed ate the 
Bread 

Verb +subject 
+adverb 


�ت &'
�;H?ن ا�
 �P�6ات

Sa-takoonu al-mu 
allimatu 
haa'diraatin 

The teachers will 
be present 

Verb +subject 
+prepositional 
phrase 

�ھ) ا��!. إ�0 $
G&
� 

Yath-habu ar-
rajulu 
ilaa amali-hi 

The man goes to 
Work 

Passive verb+ agent ل>�
 Soriqa al-manzilu The house has ��ق ا�
been stolen 

Verb +attached 
subject +adverb 

 I�B Kuntu jaahizan I was ready !�ھ<ا

Verb +attached 
subject +object 

��� ا�8?اب�� Arafnaa al-jawaaba We have found out 
the answer 

Verb +attached 
subject +verb 

 �B Kannu ya'arifuna They knew�?ا $'��?ن

Verb +hidden subject 
+prepositional 
phrase 

 ��Rا� �� I!��  Kharajat mina 
alrurfati 

She went out of 
the room 

Verb +hidden   
Subject +object 

 Nureedu an ��$� أن �;�Qج
na'takharaja 

We want to 
Graduate 

Verb +hidden subject 
+adverb 

 �B Kaana yawmanن $?�� ���*�
a'seeban 

It was a rough day 

 

The voice: 

It indicates the perspective of an event which is being adopted by the speaker. We have two type 

of voice; the active and passive voice. 

Active voice: is the normal way of using a verb. The action is directed outwards from the 

subject, which means that, the subject performs the action but does not receive it. 

Example: 

B. ا�?�� ا�;6�9 أ     akala al-waladu a'ttufahata          the boy ate an apple. 

Passive voice: one can change the normal word order of many active sentences so that the 

subject is no longer active but is, instead, being acted upon by the verb or passive. 

Example: 

 . okeelati a'ttufaha-tu               the apple had been eaten       أI&B ا�;6�9 
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II-2 Google Translate 

Google Translate is one of the most common used automatic translators. It is a free, multilingual 

statistical machine-translation service provided by Google Inc, to translate written text from one 

language into another. It requires a post-edit from a human translator to supply an appropriate 

translation. Google Translate, like other automatic translation tools, has its limitations. While it 

can help the reader to understand the general content of a foreign language text, it does not 

always deliver accurate translations.It provides translation between about 50 languages. The user 

has simply to select the source and the target language then type the source text, and 

immediately, the result will appear. 

Google Translate translates better between languages within the same family, for instance 

German into English or French into Italian.   

Before October 2007, for languages other than Arabic, Chinese and Russian, Google used 

SYSTRAN based translator which is used by other translation services such as Yahoo! Babel 

Fish, AOL, and Yahoo. 

On May 26, 2011, Google announced that the Google Translate API had been deprecated and 

that it would cease functioning on December 1, 2011, "due to the substantial economic burden 

caused by extensive abuse." The shutting down of the API, used by a number of websites, led to 

criticism of Google and to developers questioning the viability of using Google APIs in their 

products. 

On June 3, 2011, Google announced that they were cancelling the plan to terminate the Translate 

API due to public pressure. In the same announcement, Google said that it would release a paid 

version of the Translate API. 

Because Google Translate uses statistical matching to translate rather than a dictionary/grammar 

rules approach, translated text can often include apparently nonsensical and obvious errors, often 

exchanging common terms for similar but nonequivalent common terms in the other language, as 

well as inverting sentence meaning. Also, for the speech, it uses only European French as well as 

Latin American Spanish worldwide, but both European and Brazilian Portuguese (European for 

translate.google.pt and Brazilian for all other Google Translate sites) 

In the most of times the translation of Google Translate from and into Arabic needs to be revised 

from the human translator in order to correct the prospective errors.  
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Conclusion 

In this second chapter I have tackled the relationship between Arabic language and machine 

translation, and how the Arabic characters make a difficulty to the MT systems. 

I have found that Arabic is one of the most ambiguous languages in the matter of grammar and 

syntactic because it differs from the most of languages in the world in terms of its alphabets, 

word order and the agreement between its components. This makes a big challenge to the 

machine to translate from English into Arabic. 
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Introduction  

In this chapter which is the practical part I have chosen articles from the WHO (World Health 

Organisation) arbitrary and translated it through Google Translate into Arabic then comparing 

the translation of Google with the translated version of the WHO -downloaded from the net- then 

commenting the MT system. I have chosen Google in my work because it is the most used 

system especially among the students; it is available for free in the net and it functions simply by 

selecting the source and target language then inserting the source text.  

III-1 the Translation of Some Articles From the WHO Chart Through Google 

Translate: 

(1) 

Source text: 

The objective of the World Health Organization (hereinafter called the Organization) shall be the 

attainment by all peoples of the highest possible level of health. 

Google Translate: 


 ��ظ�� ھدف������ ا��
 � و����(� ا� ��
�ن  ���وى ���ن ا�%�وب أر!$ ��
$ ھو أن �� " )ا���ظ�� !

���  .ا�

Comment:  

The original text is a simple sentence with a single verb; in this translation Google Translate 

gives a mere a word-for-word substitution, without paying attention to the Arabic language 

characters and word order. It gives the English order to the adjective and its qualifier �H
� 

 F� whereas in English, in the most of cases, we have pre modifier but in Arabic we find an;?ى

adjective with a post modifier so the order of the adjective and its modifier supposed to be  ى?;F�

�H
�.  

The appropriate translation: 

 
U�� ا��1   ھ�ف�

�ة (  ا�'��F

  ا�U�

� $&	 ا�*� ( W&*O ھ? أن�H
� 	1X ى?;F� N�
�N ا�Y'?ب أر!.  
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(2) 

Source  text: 

(a) To act as the directing and co-ordinating authority on international health work; 

Google Translate: 


� � ط� ا��و�
� و ���ون ��'���)أ((
�� ا�دو�� ( �����  .ا���ل ا�

Comment: 

The original simple sentence is conveyed in meaning into the target text since the context in 

general can be understood. This translation is grammatically correct but syntactically poor 

because there is a need of respecting the Arabic word order. There should be an agreement 

between words (  �L�F�Oو G�!?;ا�  ) which should be (ق
 .(ا��و�
� و ا����

The appropriate translation: 

�	 ���ان ا�'
. ا��1	 ا��و�	  [�F�;وا� G�!?;4  ا�&FB .
  ;ا�'

(3) 

Source  text: 

(b) To establish and maintain effective collaboration with the United Nations, specialized 

agencies, governmental health administrations, professional groups and such other 

organizations as may be deemed appropriate; 

Google Translate: 

ا[دارات ا�
;��Q  ووا�?7�Bت  ا��ول  ا�?7$�ت ا�
;�1ة �N ا�;'�ون ا�9'�ل إ��Yء وا��91ظ �&0)ب(

 ��?H1ا���1  ا� ، �*;'O �� و  ���

�ت ا��Dى ا�;	 ا�8
���ت ا�U�
  ؛ ا�
���* ا�
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Comment: 

The machine face difficulties in translating long sentences; it adds a word which does not exist in 

the source text which is the word (ا�?7$�ت).it  made a mistake in translating the proper noun 

(United Nation) into  �1ة ا��ول;
ا�D% ا�
;�1ة     instead of  ا� with other mistakes at the syntactic level 

which lead to syntactically and grammatically poor translation. 

The appropriate translation: 

�  O'�ون �'�ل �N ا�D% ا�
;�1ة و ا�?7�Bت ا�
;��Q  وا[دارات ا���1  ا�H1?��  وا�8
���ت ا�
���  إ��


�تU�

� $H?ن ����*�, و`�� ذ�# �� ا�*F6, ا ا�;'�ون�  .وا��91ظ �&0 ھ

 (4) 

Source text: 

(d) To furnish appropriate technical assistance and, in emergencies, necessary aid upon the 

request or acceptance of Governments 

Google translate: 

ا�H1?��ت  ��ء �&0 ط&) ����Fة �� ا��5وري، 7�6ت ا�4?ارئ ا�
���* ، و�	 �LO$% ا�
���Fة ا���9 ) د(

  ;؛أو �*?���

Comment: 

This sentence is appropriate to some extent, except the deficiency at the syntactic level 

concerning the structure of the sentence which needs some modifications to meet the Arabic 

rules, the necessity of the Arabic definite article (ال) al in the word  ة���F� which can, if it is 

added, fulfil better translation to the sentence. 

The appropriate translation: 

   *���
�LO$% ا�'?ن ا�3زم ��ء �&0 ط&) ا�H1?��ت أو , و�	 7�6ت ا�4?ارئ, �LO$% ا�
���Fة ا���9  ا�

���?*�.    
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(5) 

Source text: 

(e) To provide or assist in providing, upon the request of the United 

Nations, health services and facilities to special groups, such as the peoples of trust territories; 

Google translate: 

وا�;3��Fت  ، وا����Qت ا���1  ا��ول  ا�?7$�ت ا�
;�1ة ��، ��ء �&0 ط&) �	 �LO %$�LO$%، أو ا�
���Fة)ه(

� ، X�� ت��?
8
.e�  ب?'�   �?
Y
  ؛��?�X$ ا����D% ا�

Comment: 

Google Translate face difficulty in meeting the needs of translation ,to render the exact meaning 

of the sentence , it has given only a hint about the meaning in unordered sentence to become 

looks  like it is a mere word-for-word substitution. Again Google Translate adds the word 

 in translating the word United Nations as if it has copula between the word United  and  ا�?7$�ت

states, it seems that it matches it automatically. Another problem Google faced is the punctuation 

of the sentence where it put it arbitrary without any rules. 

The appropriate translation: 


� ���ءا ( � ط ب ا/�م ا����دة ����(�ت .���, أو ا����(دة !� �)د
م,�)د
م ��, ا�.د��ت وا����
1ت ا�

�
���وب ا/��2
م ا��%�و�� ���و%�.  

(6) 

Source text: 

(f) To establish and maintain such administrative and technical services as may be required, 

including epidemiological and statistical services. 
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Google Translate: 


� ا[دار$  وا�O  ��9&# ا����Qت [��Yء و��X� )و(B ��	 ذ�# ا����Qت، �� $H?ن �4&? �
  �=� ا�?

  .وا[��6=� 

Comment: 

This translation can convey the general meaning of the original sentence but it is syntactically 

poor. Although, it respects the Arabic rules in sense of apposition agreement but it still need a 

post-edit to achieve acceptable translation. 

The appropriate translation:  

�	 ذ�# ا����Qت ا�?�=�  وا[��6=� , �� �� $&<م �� ا����Qت ا[دار$  وا���9  إ��Yء �
  .وا��91ظ �&���, 

(7) 

Source text: 

(g) to stimulate and advance work to eradicate epidemic, endemic and other diseases. 

Google Translate: 

  .وا��Dاض ا��Dى ا��Dاض ا�?�=�  وا�
;?ط�  �� أ!. ا��5Lء �&0 ا�'
. وO'<$< �;�91<)ز(

Comment: 

This translation can be considered as a correct translation at many levels: syntactic, grammatical 

and lexical. It simply conveyed the desired meaning in a simple and very clear language. It has 

only to give attention to the aesthetic side that is put in the English version when translating 

eradicate into  �5ءLا�  while  ل��g;�اis more powerful and more expressive. 

The appropriate transaltion: 


$ وا���'�ث ا���ود ا�را�
� إ�� ا��6��ل ا/�راض ا�و��6
� وا���وط�� و5
رھ� �ن ا/�راض�%�.  
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(8) 

Source text: 

(h) to promote, in co-operation with other specialized agencies where necessary, the prevention 

of accidental injuries; 

Google Translate: 

�ت ا�?��$  �� ��� ا�7;�5ء، ا�
;��Q  ا��Dى �N ا�?7�Bت ��;'�ونا�;N�8Y،  )ح(�Xإ  �P؛��  

Comment: 

Again Google Translate relies on the literal translation which can serve the meaning but it 

doesn't give the prospective meaning, it renders the English punctuation into Arabic. The 

machine translation respects the English form rather than Arabic because Arabic prefers 

redundancy to explain intended meaning. This sentence is grammatically correct but 

syntactically poor.   

The appropriate translation: 

N�8Y;ى ��� ا�7;�5ء,ا���Dا  ��Q;
�&0 ا�QOذ ا[!�اءات ا�
���*  ا�;	 JOدي ,��;'�ون �N ا�?7�Bت ا�

  .�� ا�PDار ا���!
  �� ا�1?ادث إ�0 ا�?��$ 

(9) 

Source text: 

(i) to promote, in co-operation with other specialized agencies where necessary, the 

improvement of nutrition, housing, sanitation, recreation, economic or working conditions and 

other aspects of environmental hygiene; 

Google Translate: 

�$  ��F1O  ��� ا�7;�5ء، ا�
;��Q  ا��Dى �N ا�?7�Bت ��;'�ونا�;N�8Y،  )ط(R;ن، ا��H�]وا ،

 ،G���  ا�*��g  و`��ھ� �� !?ا�) أو ا�'
. ا��Uوف ا�7;��د$ وا���ف ا��1	، وا�;��U؛ا��  
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Comment: 

If we compare the translation of Google with the appropriate translation, we can observe that the 

sentence translated by Google can be considered as a correct translation nevertheless it needs 

some improvement since the machine in the most of cases respect the source language rules, it 

neglects the need of adding the preposition"0&�" in the word ��F1O 0&� because that without this 

preposition, the Arabic sentence can be meaningless. 

The appropriate translation:  

 ،N�8Y;ونا��';���$   ��� ا�7;�5ء، ا�
;��Q  ا��Dى �N ا�?7�Bت R;ا� ��F1O 0&�]نوا�H� 


. و `��ھ� �� �?ا6	 1X  ا�*�g وا�;���G وا6D?ال ا�7;��د$  وأ6?ال ا� وا[�1Xح'.  

(10) 

Source text: 

(k) to propose conventions, agreements and regulations, and make recommendations with respect 

to international health matters and to perform such duties as may be assigned thereby to the 

Organization and are consistent with its objective; 

Google Translate: 


�F=. ا���1  ا) ك(�� [&';$ �
����و��  و�&0 أداء ا�;�اح ا����9O7ت وا���9O7ت وا�&?ا=K، و��X?O %$�LOت 


� $;N� [9 ھ��G؛
  و�&0 U�
��# إ�0 ا� ��'O �� 	;ه ا�?ا!*�ت ا��  ھ

Comment: 

Google Translate find a difficulty in recognizing the gender in the word "its objective", it 

translated it into masculine "G� except this point ,"ھ����" while the intentional is the feminine "ھ�

the translation was acceptable to a great extent. 

 The appropriate translation: 


��م ا�;	 �� ��ا�;�اح ا����9O7ت وا���9O7ت وا�&?ا=K ووNP ا�;?��Xت 6?ل ا�JYون ا���1  ا��و�� ، وا���Lم 

 L9;� ن?HOو  
U�

L;�5ھ� إ�0 ا� ��FO ���  وھ�
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 (11) 

Source text: 

(l) to promote maternal and child health and welfare and to foster the ability to live harmoniously 

in a  changing total environment; 

Google Translate: 

���8Fم �&'�i  ا��Lرةر��$  ا�D?�  وا�94?� ، وO'<$< �;'<$< ا��1  و )ل(  	� g�  ؛��R;�  �&Bة 

Comment:  

The outcome sentence is correct grammatically and syntactically and it convey the meaning of 

the original sentence however Google Translate finds a difficulty in giving the exact meaning of 

the preposition "to", it translated it into "ل" while the preposition "0&�"is more suitable. 

The appropriate translation: 

9
رة�� �
 � �6

ش ������م  !� ���� ور(�
� ا/م وا�ط;ل و��ز
ز ا�)درة ( � ا��  .ا���وض �

(12) 

Source text: 

 

(m) to foster activities in the field of mental health, especially those affecting the harmony of 

human relations; 

Google Translate: 

�	 اD�4Y  �;'<$< )م(  �F9�8ل ا��1  ا���  X0، و��&� �jJO 	;ا� #&O  �8مF�ا  ���F�]؛ا�'��3ت ا  

Comment: 

This translation is appropriate to a great extent, since it conveyed the meaning of 

the source text in general in a simple language, correct well structured sentence.  

The appropriate translation: 

 �&L'�8ل ا��1  ا�� 	�  4Y�Dا N�8YO. �8م ا�'��3تF�� ���� .�;$ �� �
��7 ���F�]ا,  
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  (13) 

Source text: 

(o) To promote improved standards of teaching and training in the health, medical and related 

professions; 

Google Translate: 

  ؛و�� $;�. G ا�
�� ا�4*� ، ا��1  �	ا�;�ر$) ا�;'&�% و;F� ��F1;?$�ت �) س(

Comment: 

Google Translate applied the rules of English in the conjunction. While English put a comma to 

list a series of words Arabic use the conjunction "و " in the series ...in the health, medical and 

related professions. When it translated it into �	 ا��1   , ��
ا  و�� $;�. G ا�4*� ا� while the 

correct is  	�   ��
�� ا���1 ا�  4*O�
وا�4*�  وا�
�� ا� . 

The appropriate translation: 


م  ا�'
. �&F� ��F1O 0;?$�ت �   ,وا�ط�
� وا���ن ا��ر��ط� ��� � ا��1 ا�
��  وا�;�ر$) �	 ا��

(14)  

Source text: 

(p) to study and report on, in co-operation with other specialized agencies where necessary, 

administrative and social techniques affecting public health and medical care from preventive 

and curative points of view, including hospital services and social security; 

Google Translate: 

��;'�ون، و�LO %$�LO$� ����را�   )ع( N� ى��Dا  ��Q;
وا[دار$   ا�3ز�  ا�;���Lت m�6 ا�?7�Bت ا�

�	  �&'�ض، ا�?��=�  وا�'3!�  ا���Lط �� ا����$  ا���1  وا�4*�  ا�8
�?را7!;
���  ا�;	 �jJO �&0 و �


  . ا�5
�ن ا7!;
��	و ����ت ا�
��9Y;Fت ذ�#
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Comment: 

In long sentences Google face a difficulty in matching informations together. It doesn't respect 

the Arabic word order. It can't distinguish punctuation in Arabic and English, it seems to be a 

literal translation eg: to study and report on, O %$�LOو  �را���� �$�L . 

The appropriate translation: 

���1  ا�'��  وا����$  ا�4*�  �� ا����6;�� ا�?��=�    &�;
درا�  ا�;���Lت ا[دار$  و7!;
���  ا�

�	 ذ�# ����ت ا�
��9Y;Fت وا�5
�ن 7!;
��	 و�LO %$�LOر$� ����, وا�'3!�  �
 , N� ون�';��وذ�# 

  .و7�Bت أ��ى ��� ا�7;�5ء

 (15) 

Source text: 

(s) to establish and revise as necessary international nomenclatures of diseases, of causes of 

death and of public health practices; 

Google Translate: 


��ت��ا!'  [��Yء و )ق(F;اض، ��� ا��5ورة ا��و��  ا���Dة �� �� ا��
�ر��ت ا��1  و أ�*�ب ا�?�

  ا�'�� ؛

Comment: 

Google Translate has given a general view about the meaning of the source sentence but it failed 

to give the prospective or the appropriate meaning. It produced poor structured sentence that 

can't be understood. 

The appropriate translation: 


��ت دو��  ���nاض وD�*�ب ا�?��ةFO NPت ا��1  ا�'�� ,و��ر�


� , و�&B ت��
F;ه ا��و��ا!'  ھ

  .د�I ا��5ورة
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  (16)  

Source text: 

(u) to develop, establish and promote international standards with respect to food, biological, 

pharmaceutical and similar products; 

Google Translate: 


� $;'&]  �;4?$� وإ��Yء وN�8YO) ش(���اء وا�*�?�?!�  وا��وا=�  و��;�8ت �
�j&  ا�
'�$�� ا��و��  Rا� 	�  ؛

Comment: 

The outcome sentence is semantically  correct but syntactically and grammatically weak, Google 

doesn't respect the rules of agreement in Arabic.  �!?�?�*اء و ا��Rا� 

The appropriate translation: 

����ا=�  وا��O��1  وا������  و�� ��R�8ت ا�;�
  .و�LO$�ھ� و��Yھ�, وNP �'�$�� دو��  �&

(17) 

Source text: 

Article 4 

Members of the United Nations may become Members of the Organization by signing or 

otherwise accepting this Constitution in accordance with the provisions of Chapter XIX and in 

accordance with their constitutional processes. 

Google Translate: 

 ,4ا�
�دة

�� 	�
  ا�
;�1ة اK*�O %�D أ��5ء U�
�&0 �3ف  ھ�ا ا���;?ر أو �*?ل �� �3ل ا�;?��N ا�5�Dء �	 ا�

  .ا�'
&��ت ا���;?ر$  وو��L ا��9. ا�;���Y� N و��H6p� �Lم ذ�#

Comment: 

Google failed to provide understandable sentence, all what it has done is to produce set of words 

grammatically, semantically, morphologically and syntactically poor. 
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The appropriate translation: 

qي ط�$L   �&�ول G�?*L;?��N ھ�ا ا���;?ر أو   
U�
ا�5�Dء �	 ا�D% ا�
;�1ة أن K*�O أ��5ء �	 ا�

  ,و��H6D �Lم ا��9. ا�;���Y� N وو�L� �L?ا��ھ� ا���;?ر$ , أ��ى

(18) 

Source text: 

Article 6 

Subject to the conditions of any agreement between the United Nations and the Organization, 

approved pursuant to Chapter XVI, States which do not become Members in accordance with 

Articles 4 and 5 may apply to become Members and shall be admitted as Members when their 

application has been approved by a simple majority vote of the Health Assembly. 

Google Translate: 

   6ا�
�دة


 ، وا�] و��L �&�9. ا��Fدس ��Y، وا��ول ا�;	 7  �% U�
�Y� N5QOوط أي ا�9Oق �� ا�D% ا�
;�1ة  وا�

 ��Oد�
&� �L��9  ا�5�Dء ���  �� K*�O  0&� [*4�O ا�5�Dء و$8) �*?��� 5و  K*�O4 ا�5�Dء و

;�?$I أ`& [�
'�  ا����L�*4O 1  و�� وا! ��  4�F  �*.  

Comment: 

 

Totally unstructured meaningless sentence, set of words that doesn't provide any meaning. 

 

The appropriate translation: 

6ا�
�دة   

N�  
U�
$8?ز , $;% إ��اره ط*�L �&�9. ا��Fدس ��Y, ��م ا[�3ل �Yط أي ا�9Oق �� ا�D% ا�
;�1ة وا�


�دة &� �L�
'�  , أن 4O&) ا�'5?$  5و �4&�ول ا�;	 K*�O 7 أ��5ء و! G*&� IL�و$L*. ط&*�� �;0 وا

 4�F*ا�  �*&`D�  .ا��1  
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 (19) 

Source text: 

Article 7 

If a Member fails to meet its financial obligations to the Organization or in other exceptional 

circumstances, the Health Assembly may, on such conditions as it thinks proper, suspend the 

voting privileges and services to which a Member is entitled. The Health Assembly shall have 

the authority to restore such voting privileges and services. 

Google Translate: 

  7ا�
�دة

.Y�
  أو ا�?��ء ��;<ا����O ا�
���  ا�5�Dء �&0 إذا U�
&�   �=��e;�ظ�وف ا 	�8
'�  $8?ز �& أ��ى، 

و�� ، ا�;	 �Oاھ� ����*  ا�;�?$I وا����Qت ھ�ه ا�7;��زات ا�;'�دة �e. ھ�ه ا��Uوف �	ا��1 ، 

  ا��  1�H$  4&?ن �&8
'�  .'5?$1] �& ا�;	  ل ا�;�?$I وا����Qت ا�;��زات

Comment: 

Google produced understandable sentence but grammatically and syntactically weak; the 

translator ignored the rules of agreement in Arabic and mistakenly render the preposition  .Y�إذا 

��Oا��>;�� إذا �Y. ا�5�Dء �	 ا�?��ء ��;<ا��shall be %�O ا�5�Dء �&0 ا�?��ء 

The appropriate translation: 

 

 
U�

� �&��� �� ا�;<ا��ت ����  �&أو �	 `�� ذ�# �� ا��Uوف , �	 ��6  ��م و��ء إ�6ى ا��ول ا�5�Dء 

  �=��e;�7ا��1 , ا  �'
���Yوط ا�;	 �Oاھ� ����* , $8?ز �8 , I$?�;, و�� ا�;��زات ا� 	ت ا�;���Qوا�

�� N;
;O &4  إ�. $1] �&�و�  ا�'5? أن�ا��1    �'
  .�دة ا�;��زات ا�;�?$I وا����Qت ھ�هو�8

(20) 

Source text: 

Article 8 

Territories or groups of territories which are not responsible for the conduct of their international 

relations may be admitted as Associate Members by the Health Assembly upon application made 

on behalf of such territory or group of territories by the Member or other authority having 

responsibility for their international relations. Representatives of Associate Members to the 
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Health Assembly should be qualified by their technical competence in the field of health and 

should be chosen from the native population. The nature and extent of the rights and obligations 

of Associate Members shall be determined by the Health Assembly. 

Google Translate: 

  8ا�
�دة

8
?��ت �� ا����D% أو� 	PراDا IF�� 	;&?ك ا��و�  �� JF�   ا��و�� ��O��3� ��  9�ا�5�Dء  �*?��� 

 *F;�
��ء �&0 ط&) �� �*. !
'�  ا��1   ا� ��  ��� G أو �8
?�  ��  اDراP	 �e. ھ�ه �LOم 

	PراD�5ء أو �� �*. ا�Dو�  اJF

&e	 ��O��3'. ا��و�� �  ا�F&4  ا��Dى ا��  *F;�
إ�0  ا�5�Dء ا�

 $;% ا�;��ره ��، و$�*R	 أن ��8ل ا��1  �	  ا�;��L  ا��9Hءة �� �*. $H?ن �Jھ3 أن 8$) !
'�  ا��1 

���&XDن ا�HFق و ا�4*�'  و��ى .ا�?L6 ا�;<ا��ت *F;�

'�  ا���1O  1دھ� $&	 ا�5�Dء ا�!.  

Comment: 

Again Google failed in translating a long compound sentence, it gives a literal translation that 

doesn't serve the general meaning of the sentence, it made mistakes at all levels; grammatical, 

semantic, syntactic, and morphology.  

The appropriate translation: 

$8?ز �8
'�  ا��1  أن LO*. ا�4�Dر أو �8
?��ت ا�4�Dر `�� ا�
JFو�  �� �*���ة ���O��3 ا��و��   

 *F;�� 4  ,  أ��5ء&F�4ر �� ا��و�  ا�'5? أو ا��Dا  �?
��ء �&0 ط&) $�Lم ���  �� ا��4L أو �8

8
?�  ا�4�Dر
$H?ن �
e&? ا�5�Dء  R	 أنو$�*. ا��Dى ا�
JFو�  �� ا�'��3ت ا��و��  �&�4L أو �

وأن $H?ن ا�;��رھ% �� �� ا��HFن , ا�
�;F*  ��ى !
'�  ا��J�  1ھ&�� �9Hء�O% ا���9  �	 ���ان ا��1 

���&XDا . *F;�
  .و�1Oد !
'�  ا��1  ط*�'  و��ى L6?ق وا�;<ا��ت  ا�5�Dء ا�
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Analysis: 

After the analysis of Google Translate production we find that in the most of cases the 

translation was literal, which mean that all what the machine does is a mere word-for-word 

substitution. Google faced a difficulty in translating long sentences, where it produced 

meaningless and unordered sentences. The most of mistakes Google made were in the translation 

of prepositions, proper nouns, the placement of punctuation, and word order (it doesn't respect 

the agreement between subject and verb and between adjectives and their qualifier).  

Arabic is simply too complicated for machines to understand all of the vocabulary, grammar, 

context and nuances as a source or target language. 

The biggest flaw of machine translation is obviously the inability to use context of the text to be 

translated. Google Translate, at its best, automates the easier part of a translator’s task, which is a 

word-for-word translation. Thus, it totally ignores the beyond meaning, as well as the 

grammatical, structural and lexical exigencies. Users of Google Translate –or any other 

translation program- should be aware of the mentioned limitations when they judge the 

translation. There are various means to improve the output quality of machine translation. 

One of these is the back translation, also called as round-trip translation. It is a translation of a 

translated text back into the language of the original text without reference to the original text. 

Translators use this kind of operations to compare the back translation with the original text to 

check the accuracy and the correctness of the original translation. 

The above results elucidate that we can use the translation of Google as assistance but we cannot 

trust it hundred percent to produce a full appropriate translation. 

Conclusion  

 In this chapter I have tried to prove that even if Google Translate can convey the general 

meaning from English into Arabic, it cannot give the appropriate translation. Along the three 

previous chapters I have tried to give the evidence that MT systems cannot replace the humans in 

the task of translation. 
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General Conclusion  

  

People think differently of machine translation (MT), some of them express fear from the 

project, others doubt its validity, while others are optimist about the project. 

Those who express fear think that the machine will menace the human translators work, and in 

the long run translation as a human creative craft will decrease or come to an end. However, this 

is not a new attitude. The fear of the machine has risen since the Industrial Revolution. It comes 

to a peak each time the machine handles a new task which was previously managed completely 

by humans.  

Regarding those who doubt the validity of machine translation and question the ability of the 

computer to undertake this task, the only answer that can be given to them is the many 

operational programs available in the market today. Desktop programs as well as Internet 

applications provide online translation from and into a large number of world languages. It is 

true that the MT output is rigorous and includes many mistakes, which are in the most of cases 

context ignorance, the choice of wrong word, the structural/grammatical errors and the 

mechanical way of translation. MT in general does not match up to the quality and accuracy of 

human translation, and this is why it is not yet put to a reliable use. However, the quality of MT 

output can be improved by many ways: improving system rules and formalisms, controlling the 

input language to make it clean from flowery and ambiguous words, and post-editing the 

translation to ensure the accuracy and readability of the output text. This means that the human 

intervention leads to better and more appropriate translation. 

Some people overestimate the prospect of MT and believe that at some point in the future 

computers will be able to translate from one language into another as easily as they make 

mathematical operations. However, this idea is mistaken altogether. There is a big difference 

between mathematics and language. Language is a psychological and sociological phenomenon 

that has puzzled philosophers, philologists, linguists as well as computer engineers throughout 

ages. Let me mention only two of the problems faced by MT: firstly a word usually denotes 

more than one meaning, and there is no clear mapping between words and the intended meaning 

of the speaker. Secondly, translation requires understanding of the input text, and understanding 

requires making inductions and inferences and knowledge of the real word, which is to a great 

extent beyond the ability of the computer. If you can expect a robot to walk, you cannot expect it 
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to race an Olympics athlete. Similarly, you cannot expect the computer to translate all types of 

text or compete with the quality of human translation. 

In conclusion, despite the fact that automatic translation has brought some innovative changes by 

improving the quality of output and decreasing all the uncertainty lying in multiple language 

translation, a simple machine cannot replace a human brain that figures out the sentiment of the 

language in a given context. 
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    Abstract  

I have tackled along these three chapters an actively researched issue which Is the assessment of 

Machine Translation production and demonstrated its successful and its failure. Based on the 

constructive theory, this research has been indirectly examining the difference between Human 

translation and machine translation, which undoubtedly, can never rival professional 

translators. This research  was an attempt to cover most of the  points machine deal within 

translating a given text, structural, grammar, contextual, and even cultural. 

The first chapter is to identify translation in general then machine translation in particular, its 

emergence throughout the timeline , its architecture and types. The second chapter, was to tackle 

Arabic language in the field of machine translation, the different sentence structures, word order 

of Arabic language, moreover to give an idea about the machine translation system "Google 

Translate" and about the machine translation processes. The third practical chapter is to 

examine the "Google translate" in translating some articles from the WHO chart and to 

comment on in comparison with its Arabic translated version  

In the last part, retailed analysis obtained the results. Hence, indentifying how can the sentence 

types and structures affect the machine translation, Therefore how can the translator intervene 

to amend and improve the machine translation product. 

  ــــــــــــــــــــ����ــ                               

�L� Iو���O 3ل�  j3eه ا��9?ل ا�� �&0 أ��س ��U$�ت .�Y&��و أ ���6�8 ��ىو�LO$�  ا�;�!
  ا��LO  ��r% ��5  ,ھ

��ءة ، %O  m1*ا ا���� ا�;�!
  �&�9ق `�� �*���ة ?ا�4  درا� ھ  $�Y*و ا�  ��rا  
7  ا�;	 ھ�GO ا���Dة ا�;�!

�H

   , دون أد�0 �#, $!�;ا�;	 �L�   0'FOطا� �'U% ��را�  ��1و�  ھ�ا ا�*�B m1ن, ا[��Fن ا�
1;�ف��Lر�;�� 

�
P ��;�4R;�  �rا  
!�O s� ��،   $?1ق  �� ا����6  ا����F�6  ا���وا����7  و��   ���  إ�0 ا����6    ا����Pإ

���Le1?. ا�
Oول رD�1$� 6?ل ا��9. اO  
HY. ��م ا�;�! %j  ��rا  
 �Oر$��Q  ظ�?رھ� �&0 و!G ا��Q?ص، ا�;�!

 ��;*�B�O?ا���و، و�أ,  ��Pإ�0 ��ا6&��إ  

.	��e�9. ا��،s��  �را�� 	�  �
�ت ا�
Q;&9 ، و، �Oا�B*�� ا�;�!
  ا��r  ��8ل ا�&R  ا�'�&Hا� (�O�O���� ،  ��Pإ


  " ا�;�!
  ا ��  ��r��Uم ��Hة إ��4ءإ�0 !�O.!?!"   


  !?!." ا�s�� m��e �&�را�  ا�;O m�6  �L�*4% ا�;'
�ل  ا��9. !�O"   
!�;� u'
  ���eق  ا�
?اد  �� U��

 �

�Lر�  �Nا�;'&�] �&�G  و ا��1  ا�'����  QFا��   �
  �Gا�'�!�;
  .ا�

���Dا�8<ء ا 	�  �3� 0&� ��jq;ا� ��;��
�B�;� �H*  ا�8
&  و$ ��B �YB�1. �&��� و
، 1O %O&�. ا��;�=v ا�

 

n� �H��Fن ا�;��. , ا�;�!$ ��Bى أداء و?;F� �� N��&�  ��rأ  
  .ا�;�!
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  ــــــــــــــــــــــ� ا	���ــــــــــــــــــ�ة���ـــــــــــــ

  :����ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ�

  
�	 ��ة ���د$� �7�B;��د ���ت ا�;�!  &X�14?رات ا�;&� �'*O #وذ� w$4?رات �&1?ظ  �*� ا�;�رO

�  . وا���F�  وا�;'&�% وا�4) وا[�3م �B    	�ھ�ه ا�;4?رات أدت إ�0  ا�*Q� �� m1;&� أ�?اع ا�
'&?��ت 

�� ��R� �&;Qت ا�'��% 7 $
�H أن $;% إ7 �� ط�$] ا�;�!
 , ا�
7�8ت m1*ء أن ا��
  .m�6 أدرك ا�'&

R� أي ��  ���6 .L�  �&
�	 ا�'��%ھ��ك ��Hة ��=�ة qن ا�;�!
  �� ھ	 إ7 � ��; ,  �H���H��  �&
أي أ��� �

 ;1  وا���Fق و`��ھ� , �;H&?ب ا��وأ  $?R&ا��1?$  وا� x�	 ا�F1*�ن ا�5?ا ��q$ 8) أن$ %!�;
`�� أن ا�

 1�1X  
!�O ;�ج�أ!. إ ��.  

 �P�
. �B�O %O< ا�*1?ث 6?ل ا�;�!
  ا��r  �'�ة أ�*�ب �'. �� أھ
�� ظ�?ر ا�;?اX, �3ل ا��F?ات ا�

 9&;Q

&�  ا�;�Qط) �� ا�&�Rت ا�� .�FO vا��&�ان ا�'��% �
� $1;% ا�;�1اث و��=. و ��  .ا[�H;�و�	 


�ت  &B 0&� 1;?يO  ��و�;Hد �'�!% إ��
`�� أن ا�;�8رب اDو�0 �&;�!
  اO m�6  '�L� �HO %�  ��r% ا�;

�	 ا�&R  ا���ف ��O3�Lر و���
أدى ذ�# إ��O % . 0ق إ�0 ا�
F;?ى ا�
4&?بإ7 أن ا��;�=v �, �� ا�&R  ا�

 ��rا  
��H ا���Uة ا�'��$  �&�F���ت و�����  ا�*�ا�v أ� I4��F9 !�$�ا �&;�!
  , رB?د ا�*1?ث �	 ا�;�!

 ��rا,  


  ا�&�Rت ا[��F��  آ���!�O ا�
� أن ا�&R  ا[��F��   �*;'O��L'� ���Uا $�') �&0 ا�r  , ��� �� ا��F. أ


�H ا�7;
�د �&��� �O .HYم . �'G ا�;'��.$ 7  G�إ7 أ  ��rا  
�	 ��8ل ا�;�! %�
m�6 و�`% ا�;�Lم ا�

��&B  1�1X  
!�O ج�;�].  


�1و�  ا[!�  �&0 ا�;�Fؤ7ت ا�;��� � m1*ا ا��  :O% إ��8ز ھ

 �� ھ? ��9?م ا�;�!
  ا��r ؟ .1

 �� ھ	 آ���ت وأ�?اع ا�;�!
  ا��r ؟ .2

3. 	�  �rا .Y9O 0;� 0؟�'

  ا�!�O 


  ا��1  ا�'��
� ؟  .4U�� ق�e��  
!�O 	� ھ. |��Hن ا�r  أن O'?ض ا[��Fن 

و��رGO �&0  "!?!. ا�
;�!%"ھ�ا ا�*m1 ھ? ��1و�  ��را�  ���ا��  ا�;�!
  ا��r  �� �3ل �
?ذج 

 �
  ا��1  ا�'��
�  إ�0 ا�&R  ا�'�U�� ;?ر�اد د?� u'  
!�O.  
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  :ا�	������م ا	����� 


���Fة ا�
�L?د �� ا�;�!
  ا��r  ھ? ا�;�Qام ا��1�?ب �&;�!
  �� �R  إ��F��  إ�0 أ��ى B .HY&	 أو 

وھ	 ��1و�  !'. ا��1�?ب ��درا �& 0�L. �1;?ى �s �� �� ط�$] إ!�اءات �'��  . 4�F  �� ا[��Fن

.  

 3��B s1?ى ا��� .L� (8$  أو آ�� I��B  $�Y  
!�O يq`�� , �� ا�&R  ا�
��ر إ�0 ا�&R  ا���ف�&��Lم 

�6�	 �&�s ا�
��ر .L�  �&

� أ��� ��IF ��8د �  &�Fا�  �&
'�� IF�� ���أن . أ %!�;
$8) �&0 ا�

 sا��  R& ��L�*4O و$�1ول  $?�'
�F9$ و�X��� .&1$ ا��s ا�
��ر �� ا����6  ا��1?$  وا�*��?$  وا�

  .ا���ف

�Rا� 	�  �rا G
�ت �� �R  إ�0 أ��ىLO �� .B?م &Hد�  ا��*�  �&
`�� أن ھ�ا �?�6ه `�� �Bف , �) ھ? �


  �*�رات!�O (8$ G�D  1�1X  
!�O �� s�  

�ت, �;�!&B و��� ��8د , sا�� 	� ��O3�L� 0إ�

  .ا���ف

>��
;B  �}� �����*O ا�'*�رات أو u' .��F;
  ا�r  إذا ��م !�O �� �F1$ ن أن�F�]ا .��;� �H

�ء  $�Dا


�ت ا�'�د$  وأ�
�ء ا�'&%&Hا� ���'�ل وD3 �� اe�.  

��	�ھ� ا	����� ا��:  

 1.�   :ا	���� ا	�!

وھ	 �
&�  ا�;�!
  ا�
*���ة �� ا�&R  ا�
��ر إ�0 ا�&R  :  (direct approach)ا	����� ا	��"�ة


�ت ا�5��R  �� , ا���ف&Hا� ���*Oر و��

�ت ا�&R  ا�&B .�&1O %;$ m�6ا���ف  R&إ�0 ا�  �� ��&L� .!أ .

  .$;H?ن ھ�ا ا���Uم �� �'��j %8=	 وا�N و����v �&;1&�. ا���7	 وا�*��?ي و1O?$. ا���?ص

���� ا�;�!
  �&3j 0ث ��ا6.(transfer-based approach): ا	����� ا	��#�� ��$ ا	#��  %;Oو :


�ت ا�&R  ا�
��ر إ�0 و�6ات �7�B  $?R�% وا�9'&B .$?1O  R&ا� 	� ��O3�L� 0إ� ��;
!�O %j  9وا�� .

HY. ���=	 إ�0 ا�&R  ا���ف sا��  `��X #ذ� �'  .ا���ف و

���)��ر(� ا	�)� ا'&%#interlingua approach (  : %;Oت و�R&دة ا��';�  
U�Dا 	� �*��` .
';FOو


  ا�&R  ا�
��ر إ�R� 0  و��j  4% ا�;�!
  �� ا�&R  ا!�O ��;&6�� 0&ا���ف�  R&4  إ�0 ا���?�.  

  : ا	���� ا-	,��و �. 2
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�	 ا�;�!
  �&0 ا�
F;?$�ت ا�&�F��  : (rule-based approach)ا	����� ا	��#�� ��$ ا	��ا�� �
;'Oو

 9&;Q
��� j% ��1و�   , ا�w...ا�*��?$  وا��1?$  وا����� : ا��X1?$� و�و �$?�� s1&�. ا��O %;$ m�6

  .G;`��X إ�0 ا�&R  ا���ف

  

وNP ھ�ا ا���Uم �;L?$% ا��s=�L : (corpus-based approach)ا	����� ا	��#�� ��$ ا	��و � 

-statisticalا�
?!?دة �	 ا�;�!
  ا�
*��  �&0 ا�L?ا�� و$';
� �&0 أ�&?�� ا�;�!
  ا��r  ا[��6=�  

machine translation    &e�D0 ا&�  ��*
 example-based machineوا�;�!
  ا��r  ا�

translation . م�U� ?ھ 	e1 	�
�ه ;�q� ي�وھ? $';
� �&0 ا�;�!
   "!?!. ا�
;�!%"��Uم ا�;�!
  ا�

  .ا��r  ا[��6=� 

���L. (hybrid approach):   ا	����� ا	�.�#�   

� �&0 د�v ا�;�!;'Oوtransfer-based 

approach    �و�
  .N�corpus-based approach إ�6ى أ�?اع ا�;�!
  ا�
*��  �&0 ا�

  :خطوات الترجمة الآلية

���;?��� O m�6*�أ : �&0 `�ار ا�;�!
  ا�*3j �*�  $�Yث �4?ات ھ	تتم الترجمة الآلية  .Lا�� %j .�&1;ا�


;G إ�0 ا��1�?ب!�O اد�
|د��ل ا��s ا�  

&�  ا�;�!�.  


. ا�4Q?ات ا�;��� : ا	����0 ا/و	$Y$ا�;1&�. و:  


;O G*�أ �
&�  ا�!�O اد�

�ا!'  �*�=�  �&�s ا�
0 ا�;�1$� ا�
L$ m�6 [*F?م ا[��Fن F$ �
  
!�;

qن $;'�ف �&0 أ!<اء  s�&� 	�
�Y$ %j Gع ا��1�?ب �	 ا�;1&�. ا�����  �r0 ا&� .�F$ �
 G&$�'Oو


�ت&Hه ا��
�ت و�?H��m1*$ %j ��O ا��1�?ب �	 ا�
'8% �� ھ&H1&�. ا��, ا�;��1?ي �&�L�� s?م '�ھ� 

  ا�7...w��Q;اج ا�9'. وا���9. 

  :ھ
� اF� ���j;?$�� �&0 $;% و ا��L.:ا	1 �� ا	����0


�ت �L. ا��1�?ب $L?م :ا	�3.�� ا	�!��ى&Hا� ��  R&ّر ا���
 ذ�# �	 �F;'��� ا���ف، ا�ّ&R  إ�0 ا�

%!�'
��  �=��eا�  R&ّ6  ا��;
  .�G ا�

3ت ?NP ا��1�?ب $L?م ھ�� و :ا	������ ا	�!��ى�L
�	 ا��1?$  ا�  R&ّا���ف ا�, .e�.��99'?ل و ا�
 ا�

G...wإ�.  
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�	 ا�8
. HO?$�(� ا�;?�� و ا�;��B) أي ا�;?���: ا	1	�1 ا	����0  R&ّھ? $;% و )فا��� ا� ��r0 ا&� 

��$?;F� ���jا �
  :ھ

�	 ا��1? �?ا�� 4O*�] :ا	#�5ي ا	�!��ى  R&ّا���ف ا�) (�O�;B ت�
&Hا� ((F6 ات>�
 ا�ّ&L�  R;��5ت و �

%!�;
�	 ا�NP?B .'9 إ����، ا� �L ��  &
  .إ�w...ا�'��  ا�8

�	 ا�����  و ا��1?$  ا�L?ا�� 4O*�] :ا	6�7� ا	�!��ى  R&ّد ا���ف، ا��'��B ا�<�� و ا���8 و...wإ�.  

  

��	�  :ا	�)� ا	�3(�� 6� ا	����� ا

�*;'O  ��O�$ا� ���  ��rا  
�	 ��8ل ا�;�! ��e6�*م ا��
�� أ�eB ا�&�Rت ا�;	 ا�;��I اھ; ��  �ا�&R  ا�'�

 ���eا�  �

� $�1ث �	 ا�*&�ان ا��Dى '� ���$  ا��1ب ا�'��  .اDو�0 وذ�# F*) اھ;
�م ا�?7$�ت ا�
;�1ة 

�R� %U'� �� ���O ���	 �?H����O ا�;3  �ت ا�'��% �� ا����6  ا�*��?$  وا��1?$  وا�����  QO;&� ا�&R  ا�'�


;�� أ���!�; #�� �
� �$�Y�	 ا�;�!
  ���� وا����   R��  ?'X .HY$ �
� . ��  
  ا�;�!?'X �
HO

 .�O و��  
&B ��j3j 0إ� �$�Y� ��  &
�	 B?ن !
&�� ط?$&  !�ا H$ m�6?ن ط?ل ا�8  �وإ�0 ا�'�

 
&B  =�� 0إ� ��أ��6 .�� (�O�O �� �eBأ .*LO  �
�ت B?ن ا�&R  ا�'�&Hا� (�O�O N�  &HY�  �rا G!ا?O , أ�*O

 �� ��&H� 	� �&;QO  $�8  ا�&R  ا�'��  �� ا��
�� إ�0 ا���Fر ��R� %U'� �Hت ا�'��% �N �6وف أ�;B

�R�  *Lت ا�'��%.  

  :8���9 ا	.�� 6� ا	�)� ا	�3(��

eBDا �� �� 	
?�P و��L'Oا �� ��Rت ا�'��%$';*� ا��1? ا�'�` � , 	�
�ت &H&� �9&;Q� �*�O�O .*L$ G�أ m�6


'��ھ��	 ا�&R  ا�'��  ھ? �'. و���. و�9'?ل G . ��9 ا�8
&  �� دون ا�
�Fس  7�
ا�;��O) ا�eBD ا�;'


���RO �H ھ�ا ا�;��O) إ�0 أي , �	 ا�8
&  ا�9'&� $ G�أ ��`  �
�O�O) أ�� �N و�*;�أ و�*� �	 ا�8
&  ا7�

���D0 ا��1ف ا&�  B�1ا��ة ا���.  

 (�O�;ا� ���RO (*F$ �� m�6  ��rا  
!�;&�  *F���ھ�ا ا�;�?ع �	 ا�L?ا�� ا��1?$  ھ? �� $�4ح ا[��Hل 

 �*Qأ �� ا��;*

��< ا�9'. �� ا���9. وا�O 	�  .ا�w...ا�;*��� �{�  


� �� $F*) ا�;*��� أ$�5 �{�  ھ? و!?د ا�5
�=� ا�.e� #ة و�� إ�0 ذ��;;F

;�&  وا�� : Iُ&'�I did  و 

 I&'�she did   ق��Fا� (F6 0&� ���� K&XDا�;��ر ا  ���Hوإ�.  
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 Google Translate:���� ا	����: 

.!?! �*;'$ 7�

  ا�;�!
  ا�;'U�أ �eB, �� أ 	6?ا� ��
� أ�G ��8�	 و$;�!% 50  m�6  %��'ا� 	�  R�


;G أن $�Yھ� !�O اد�

�8د ا�;��ر ا�&R  ا�
��ر و ا�&R  ا���ف وإدراج ا��s ا� .
';F
|��Hن ا� G�أ

 

. ا�;�!Rا و����� �� ا����� sن ا���B إذا ��'`�� أ�Q$ 7 G&? , ?ض|��Hن !?!. أن $;�!% إ��6 0 

 ��	 ا�;�!
  �� وإ�0 ا�'� �X?�� و  ��rا  
  .�� �s=�L �&0 `�ار !. �U% ا�;�!

���� ����9 :���9:  

 I��B %!ا�;�ا %U'� أن ��*;$  �

  ا��1  ا�'��U�� ق�e�� اد?� u'*� .!?!  
!�O v=�;� .�&1O �'

 ���6 ,

  ا�8!�O 	�  X�Q. ا�4?$&  �H. �� ��م G ھ? �
&�  إ�ال m�6 وا!G !?!. ��ة �B�Y. و

���O�g وأظ�� !
3 ����  �� ا�
'�0 أ��6�� �H

�ت &Hا�.  


  �6وف ا��8 وأ�
�ء ا�'&% !�O 	�
� و!�ت أ��4ء B  $?��*ا����6  ا� �� I��B  *HO�
أ`&) ا�4�Dء ا�

�� ا��9  وا�
?X?ف [�  .وأ��4ء �	 ���3ت ا�?�� و�	 ا�;?ا

� �Bq;ا� �H

�ل ا�;�!
  ا��ا!' $';�� .!?!  
!�O  1X �back translation  %!�;
  �&�s ا�
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9ـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ��;  

  ��rا  

� $HY# ا�*'Q$ , u;&� ا���س �	 رأ$�% 6?ل ا�;�!��  '�5% �� ا�Q?ف �� ا�;�8 �*'$ m�6

���qY�	 ���ا��;�� �	 ��6 $*�ي آ��ون �9Oؤ7 .  

�1�  ا�;�!
   $��دو% ا[��Fن ��د �
. ا�
;�!$ أن ا���8ز �?ف �� ا�Q?ف $';�Lون أو�g# ا��$� $'*�ونB


��� إ�ا��  O 	9;Q$ ر$��8 إ�0 أن�O .L��  
و�N ذ�# ھ�ا ��� �?�m�6 , �9 أن �
. ا[��Fن �	 ا�;�!

� ا�e?رة ا������ ارN9O ا�Q?ف ��  m�6,!�$�ا��  �rا .Oذرو ��Dا W&�	 B. ��ة K8�$ ا���Uم �	 و G

�8��'I��B ة�$�!  
��   �L��  �&B �Y*ار �� �*. ا��O. 

����� �$�Y ��q� ھ��*;'Oو  
�Lرة ا�r  �&0 ا�;�! ���
O ��JO 7  g��	 ��6 أن ھ��ك  , �F6ن أ?Hو�� 

��ة �	 اD�?اق ?;

  ا�;�!
  ا�'�$�ة ا�U�7ء ھ? أJورد �&0 ھ ���� vا�����  ا��1�?ب ?O �� 35�

I��;�]ت ا�L�*4O , vا�� ���?O %O m�6%��'ت ا��R� �� ��*B وإ�0 ��د �� I��;�70 ا&�  
  .ا�;�!

����Fق  [&';$ �� 	�  X�� .B�Y
�� ا�?اKP !�ا أن إ�;�ج ا�;�!
  ا��r  `�� د��] و$?ا!G ا�'�$� �� ا�


�ت و�&H&� ط��Qا�7;��ر ا� 	���Hة إ��H��  ا7���R;ء و�Oا�B) ا�8
. و�O�O*�� و u6�$ �� ?وھ ��O���اد

 �rا K���� ن�F�]ا �� . sا�� .$�'O ��
?ا�4  ��ة ط�ق �'. �� أھ  

��F1O �H أداء ا�;�!$ G�أ ��`

  �&

�H إ!�اء O'�$3ت '� ا7�;��ء �� �$ �
B 3م و`��ھ��Dء ا�
�qB G�� u��Rا� K�P?Oو 	&XDا

 
  .  ا�;�!

�� ��rا u'*ا�  	� �� Iو� 	Oq�� G�ون أ�L;'$و  ��rا  
!�;&�  *F��� %�O�'�?O 	�ا�
;R��*$ ��&=�9?ن 

�� ا�'
&��ت  >8�O 	;ا�  ����|��Hن ا�r  ا�;�!
  �� �R  إ�0 أ��ى  ���F?�  و  G��ا�
H$ .*L;F?ن 

 �P�$ا�� .�L

� أ�G ��� ھ��ك ��8ل �&�ا ا�L;�7د �
�H ا�;��$] $ 7 G�إ7 أ  �P�$ت ا����&
ر�  �� ا�'

 $�Y*ت ا��R&وا�.  


